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At the same time, Yan Jun’s words flashed across Shen Weng’s mind. If he attempted to hurt Samuel,
Yan Jun would interfere in this matter.

Shen Weng did not put Samuel in his eyes, but he did not deserve to neglect Yan Jun. This bodyguard
of the Hannigan family members, that was unknown to the public, was the actual Large Employer.

” Harvey, do you desire revenge?” Shen Weng looked to Harvey and also asked.

Harvey’s life was hanging by a thread recently. It was difficult for him to find back to life, but the man
who saved him was the white-haired old man in front of him.

Harvey did not recognize that he was, he might tell that this old guy was not basic.

To be able to send Samuel flying with a solitary kick, he needs to be a master.

” Yes, I do.” Harvey claimed securely.

” Stoop down and also bark like a canine. I’ll offer you an opportunity,” claimed Shen Weng. If he
wanted to aid Han Jun locate a pawn, he needed to make Harvey submit to him.

He might not allow Harvey have any kind of thoughts of betraying him. This was why Shen Weng had
actually revealed his extraordinary stamina before Harvey.

Harvey checked out Samuel. Wasn’t it humiliating for him to bark like a pet dog in front of this
good-for-nothing?

However if he wanted to take revenge, was there any other option besides that?

” Woof, woof.” Harvey stooped down as well as barked.

Shen Weng grinned as well as claimed, “That’s right. You can stand now, but do not neglect your
setting. You’re simply a pet dog.”

” I’m just a dog,” Harvey lowered his head and claimed in a low voice.

” Since you have the possibility to gather some passion from him, would you dare?” Shen Weng asked.

Harvey glanced at Samuel. He had nearly died just now, and his anxiety of Samuel had actually not
dissipated. Yet he understood that if he showed cowardice, the old man in front of him may not even
offer him a possibility to be a dog.

” Samuel, you’re such a loser. There’s such a day. Aren’t you fucking powerful? I intend to see how
effective you are.” Harvey held a vacant container, walked to Samuel, and also hit him on the head
with a bang.

The bottle shattered at the audio, and blood leaked from Samuel’s forehead.

Samuel did not resist since he knew that he was no suit for Shen Weng. The old man, grandpa Yan Jun,
once claimed that he was a master that had relinquished the special forces and had made some
payments.



Furthermore, going by the move that Samuel fell short to evade just now, the distinction between
both had been figured out.

Seeing Samuel did not resist, Harvey, that had been a little terrified, became a lot more big-headed.
With Shen Weng as his backer, he ended up being more big-headed.

” You good-for-nothing, stand and also fight with me. Aren’t you extremely qualified?” After stating
that, Harvey kicked Samuel’s shoulder.

Samuel did not deal with back, the rebound was so strong that Harvey dropped to the ground.

He had actually been beaten by Samuel a pair of times. Currently that the opportunity was in front of
him, he desired to utilize this chance to ruthlessly educate Samuel a lesson.

After a hearty slap on Samuel’s face, Harvey giggled arrogantly and claimed, “Hahahaha, you loser,
why don’t you allow Yvonne pertain to save you? As long as this bitch is willing to kneel to me, no
matter if I let you go.”

Samuel’s face was as deep as water. To him, Harvey’s pounding was simply a surface pain. This kind of
soft prawn would certainly not cause any kind of severe injury to Samuel even if he was provided a
chance.

“Shen Weng, are you searching for pawns for Han Jun? You like trash like Harvey. Appears like you’re
additionally trash,” Samuel stated coldly.

Shen Weng tried his ideal to subdue his anger, but he was infuriated by his words. When he walked
toward Samuel, one more old man showed up at the door!
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